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A Time to Swill - Sherry Harris 2021-07-27
Bestselling author Sherry Harris gives us the
second in a new cozy mystery series featuring a
bartender sleuth in the tiny town of Emerald
Cove, Florida. BAD TO THE BONE Chloe loves
her new life pouring beers and mixing cocktails

at the Sea Glass Saloon in the Florida Panhandle
town of Emerald Cove. But on the job, the only
exercise she gets is walking from one end of the
bar to the other, so in the mornings she loves to
run on the beach. On this morning’s foggy run,
she spots a sailboat washed up on a sandbar.
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Hearing a cry, she climbs aboard the beached
vessel to investigate and finds not only a
mewling kitten—but a human skeleton in the
cabin. The skeleton is tied back to Chloe’s friend
Ralph, whose wife disappeared on a sailboat
with three other people twelve years ago.
Believing his wife was lost at sea, Ralph
remarried. Now he finds himself a murder
suspect. Chloe is determined to find out who’s
been up to some skulduggery, but her sleuthing
will lead her into some rough waters and some
bone-chilling revelations… “Entertaining…a
pleasantly appealing debut series.” —Dru’s
Books Musings
The Number Devil - Hans Magnus
Enzensberger 2000-04-01
In 12 dreams, Robert, a boy who hates math,
encounters a sly, clever number devil who
introduces him to the wonders of numbers:
infinite numbers, prime numbers, Fibonacci
numbers, and numbers that expand without end.
Full color.

Mathematics Appreciation - Theoni Pappas
1987
Contains 10 lesson plans adaptable to a variety
of grade levels and abilities which explore the
nature of mathematics and the relationship of
mathematics to other subject areas.
Patty Paper Geometry - Michael Serra 1994
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The Further Adventures of Penrose, the
Mathematical Cat - Theoni Pappas 2004
An illustrated tale about the adventures of a
mathematical cat; introducing the concept of pi,
symmetry, and multiplication through a series of
puzzles, games, charts, worksheets, and tables.
The Music of Reason - Theoni Pappas 1995-09
Learn what Alice in Wonderland, Albert Einstein,
William Shakespeare, Mae West, Plato and
others have to say about mathematics. In this
collection of quotations about mathematics and
its connections to the imagination, humor, arts,
history, nature, etc. comes from a wide variety of
mathematicians, writers, scientists, artists and
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celebrities. With each chapter of quotations,
Pappas has written a short insightful essay about
mathematics, and has created graphics which
enhance the thoughts and quotations.
The Joy of Mathematics - Alfred S.
Posamentier 2017
Arithmetic novelties -- Algebraic explanations of
accepted concepts -- Geometric curiosities -Probability applied to everyday experiences -Common sense from a mathematical perspective
Math Stuff - Theoni Pappas 2002
Holyhedrons - e-paper and mathematics - Icosa
shelters.
Science, Music, And Mathematics: The Deepest
Connections - Michael Edgeworth Mcintyre
2021-11-03
Professor Michael Edgeworth McIntyre is an
eminent scientist who has also had a part-time
career as a musician. From a lifetime's thinking,
he offers this extraordinary synthesis exposing
the deepest connections between science, music,
and mathematics, while avoiding equations and

technical jargon. He begins with perception
psychology and the dichotomization instinct and
then takes us through biological evolution,
human language, and acausality illusions all the
way to the climate crisis and the weaponization
of the social media, and beyond that into the
deepest parts of theoretical physics —
demonstrating our unconscious mathematical
abilities.He also has an important message of
hope for the future. Contrary to popular belief,
biological evolution has given us not only the
nastiest, but also the most compassionate and
cooperative parts of human nature. This insight
comes from recognizing that biological evolution
is more than a simple competition between
selfish genes. Rather, he suggests, in some ways
it is more like turbulent fluid flow, a complex
process spanning a vast range of
timescales.Professor McIntyre is a Fellow of the
Royal Society of London (FRS) and has worked
on problems as diverse as the Sun's magnetic
interior, the Antarctic ozone hole, jet streams in
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the atmosphere, and the psychophysics of violin
sound. He has long been interested in how
different branches of science can better
communicate with each other and with the
public, harnessing aspects of neuroscience and
psychology that point toward the deep 'lucidity
principles' that underlie skilful communication.
The Adventures of Penrose, the Mathematical
Cat - Theoni Pappas 1997
Penrose the cat explores and experiences a
variety of mathematical concepts, including
infinity, the golden rectangle, and impossible
figures.
Here's Looking at Euclid - Alex Bellos
2010-06-15
Too often math gets a bad rap, characterized as
dry and difficult. But, Alex Bellos says, "math
can be inspiring and brilliantly creative.
Mathematical thought is one of the great
achievements of the human race, and arguably
the foundation of all human progress. The world
of mathematics is a remarkable place." Bellos

has traveled all around the globe and has
plunged into history to uncover fascinating
stories of mathematical achievement, from the
breakthroughs of Euclid, the greatest
mathematician of all time, to the creations of the
Zen master of origami, one of the hottest areas
of mathematical work today. Taking us into the
wilds of the Amazon, he tells the story of a tribe
there who can count only to five and reports on
the latest findings about the math
instinct—including the revelation that ants can
actually count how many steps they’ve taken.
Journeying to the Bay of Bengal, he interviews a
Hindu sage about the brilliant mathematical
insights of the Buddha, while in Japan he visits
the godfather of Sudoku and introduces the
brainteasing delights of mathematical games.
Exploring the mysteries of randomness, he
explains why it is impossible for our iPods to
truly randomly select songs. In probing the many
intrigues of that most beloved of numbers, pi, he
visits with two brothers so obsessed with the
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elusive number that they built a supercomputer
in their Manhattan apartment to study it.
Throughout, the journey is enhanced with a
wealth of intriguing illustrations, such as of the
clever puzzles known as tangrams and the
crochet creation of an American math professor
who suddenly realized one day that she could
knit a representation of higher dimensional
space that no one had been able to visualize.
Whether writing about how algebra solved
Swedish traffic problems, visiting the Mental
Calculation World Cup to disclose the secrets of
lightning calculation, or exploring the links
between pineapples and beautiful teeth, Bellos is
a wonderfully engaging guide who never fails to
delight even as he edifies. Here’s Looking at
Euclid is a rare gem that brings the beauty of
math to life.
Mathematical Scandals - Theoni Pappas
2009-06-29
A collection of stories about famous
mathematicians and their very human

background in the history of mathematics,
including the paranoia of Godel and how
Newton's apple never was
Math Makes Sense 1 - 2007
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That's a Possibility! - Bruce Goldstone
2013-06-04
Combines colorful photographs and interactive
examples in an introduction to the science and
math of probability that provides comprehensive
explanations about games of chance and various
easy-to-understand scenarios. By the author of
Great Estimations.
Math-A-Day - Theoni Pappas 1999
This entertaining book of mathematical days
exercises the brain with confounding puzzles,
intriguing math problems, and, of course,
detailed solutions to all the conundrums.
Readers will enjoy 366 days' worth of
stimulating math.
Puzzles from Penrose the Mathematical Cat
- Theoni Pappas 2013-03-12
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The famous mathematical cat Penrose takes us
on a trip though puzzleland, while sharing
fascinating and challenging puzzles in this
uniquely designed mini book. Each page's puzzle
is introduced by our star Penrose or one of his
quirky friends. Readers are treated to page after
page of Penrose antics and problems, while the
over 100 mind teasers stimulate and engage its
readers gray cells, This book's mini format and
fun graphics makes it hard to resist picking up,
and its characters and puzzles are sure to
entertain both kids or adults.
One Tractor - Alexandra Siy 2018-01-16
With trucks, trains, planes, and pirates, this
counting book is more than meets the eye.
Guided Reading Level G. When one tractor in
the grass runs out of gas, the backyard doesn't
stay quiet for long. Soon pirates sail in to play,
and the backyard races to life with airplanes,
cranes, trucks, and trains. The simple rhyming
text is paired with detailed illustrations
depicting the young boy's imaginative games--

three ships full of pirates, four cranes building a
city of sandcastles, five trucks zooming across
the lawn. Readers can count along as the
vehicles and machines soar, hoist, dig, and zoom
in this fantastical number book. Young readers,
boys partricularly, will love the trucks, trains,
vehicles, and machines--and pirates--that spill
across each page. The humorous and
imaginative play portrayed in this book perfectly
balances its emphasis on counting. The awardwinning I Like to Read® series focuses on
guided reading levels A through G, based upon
Fountas and Pinnell standards. Acclaimed
author-illustrators--including winners of
Caldecott, Theodor Seuss Geisel, and Coretta
Scott King honors—create original, high quality
illustrations that support comprehension of
simple text and are fun for kids to read with
parents, teachers, or on their own! For early-tomid first grade readers, Level G books feature
more complex storylines than prior levels, and a
wider variety of structure and punctuation.
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Illustrations offer support for decoding the more
challenging vocabulary words introduced.
The Magic of Mathematics - Theoni Pappas
1994
The author of The Joy of Mathematics explores
the mathematics of nature, literature and art.
This fascinating look at the surprising ways
mathematics influences the everyday world
takes an abstract universe and anchors it to the
"real" worlds of science, history and the arts in
an intriguing way. Photos and line drawings.
Mind Tools - Rudy Rucker 2013-11-21
Originally published: Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1987.
Fractals, Googols, and Other Mathematical
Tales - Theoni Pappas 1993
A new treasure trove of stories that make
mathematical ideas come to life with an unusual
cast of characters. This book explores
mathematical concepts and topics such as real
numbers, exponents, dimensions, and geometry
in both serious and humorous ways. 50 line

drawings.
Math for Kids & Other People Too! - Theoni
Pappas 1997
Explores mathematics through stories, puzzles,
challenges, games, tricks, and experiments.
Answers are provided in a separate section.
More Math Adventures with Penrose the
Mathematical Cat - Theoni Pappas 2017-05-16
More math adventures with Penrose the
mathematical cat brings the world of
mathematics to life with amusing, fascinating,
and exciting stories. Penrose proved his math
prowess in Pappas’ first two Penrose books. Now
Penrose, the famous mathematically minded cat,
is at it again. Join Penrose on all new math
adventures as he introduces math concepts in a
non threatening way. His encounters with math
characters and ideas capture children’s
imaginations and stimulates their curiosity while
having fun discovering and playing with what
the world mathematics offers.Lets you discover
that math is much more than learning math
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facts.A great resource for parents and teachers.
An exciting way to get children fascinated by
mathematics.
Math and Magic in Wonderland - Lilac Mohr
2016-05-19
Galileo, Newton, Descartes, and Pascal too, All
followed rabbit trails that led to something new.
Lulu and Elizabeth are two girls who love to play
with numbers, words, and (on occasion) toy
swords. Join them on a grand adventure, where
classic math and logic riddles lead the way
through a world inspired by Lewis Carroll's
poetry. Filled with engaging puzzles, tidbits
about famous mathematicians, and a dash of
humor, this interactive book is sure to inspire
adults and children, alike, to follow their own
rabbit trails into the magical world of
mathematics.
Math Talk - Theoni Pappas 1991-03-01
Presents mathematical ideas through poetic
dialogues intended to be read by two people.
The Emperor's New Mind - Roger Penrose

2016
For many decades, the proponents of `artificial
intelligence' have maintained that computers
will soon be able to do everything that a human
can do. In his bestselling work of popular
science, Sir Roger Penrose takes us on a
fascinating tour through the basic principles of
physics, cosmology, mathematics, and
philosophy to show that human thinking can
never be emulated by a machine. Oxford
Landmark Science books are 'must-read' classics
of modern science writing which have
crystallized big ideas, and shaped the way we
think.
Mathematical Footprints - Theoni Pappas 1999
This journey across the spectrum of human
activities takes a creative look at the role
mathematics has played since prehistoric times.
From its many uses in medicine and its
appearance in artwork to its patterns in nature
and its central role in the development of
computers, mathematics is presented in a fun-to-
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read, nonthreatening manner.
Funny Math Stories - S.E. Burr 2019-02-05
Includes: 1% Clean: A Funny Story About
Fractions and Percents Multiplying Letters: A
Funny Story About Algebra 99 Bottles: A Funny
Story About Negative Numbers Half-Sized Cake:
A Funny Story About Fractions and Two Little
Weeds: A Funny Story About Algebra
Patterns of the Universe - Alex Bellos
2015-12-01
"A coloring book that reveals math's hidden
beauty and contemplative power as never before
with 78 coloring designs and games that explore
symmetry, fractals, tessellations, randomness,
and more."-The Joy of SET - Liz McMahon 2019-07-09
"Have you ever played the addictive card game
SET? Have you ever wondered about the
connections between games and mathematics? .
. . The Joy of SET takes readers on a fascinating
journey into this seemingly simple card game
and reveals its surprisingly deep and diverse

mathematical dimensions. Absolutely no
mathematical background is necessary to enjoy
this book - all you need is a sense of curiosity
and adventure. Originally invented in 1974 by
Marsha Falco and officially released in 1991,
SET has gained a widespread, loyal following.
SET's eighty-one cards consist of one, two, or
three symbols of different shapes (diamond,
oval, squiggle), shadings (solid, striped, open),
and colors (green, purple, red). In order to win,
players must identify 'sets' of three cards for
which each characteristic is the same - or
different - on all the cards. SET's strategic and
unique design opens connections to a plethora of
mathematical disciplines, including geometry,
modular arithmetic, combinatorics, probability,
linear algebra, and computer simulations. The
Joy of SET looks at these areas as well as
avenues for further mathematical exploration. As
the authors show, the relationship between SET
and mathematics runs in both directions playing this game has generated new
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mathematics, and the math has led to new
questions about the game itself."--Provided by
publisher.
Math Curse - Jon Scieszka 1995-10-01
Did you ever wake up to one of those days where
everything is a problem? You have 10 things to
do, but only 30 minutes until your bus leaves. Is
there enough time? You have 3 shirts and 2 pairs
of pants. Can you make 1 good outfit? Then you
start to wonder: Why does everything have to be
such a problem? Why do 2 apples always have to
be added to 5 oranges? Why do 4 kids always
have to divide 12 marbles? Why can't you just
keep 10 cookies without someone taking 3
away? Why? Because you're the victim of a Math
Curse. That's why. But don't despair. This is one
girl's story of how that curse can be broken.
Go Figure! - Johnny Ball 2005-08-15
Experience the mysterious and magical world of
numbers as never before. This unique book
investigates mathematical marvels such as why
daisies always have 34, 55, or 89 petals, why the
the-adventures-of-penrose-the-mathematical-cat

world''s phone numbers appear in Pi, and other
patterns and paradoxes that will make readers
look at numbers in a whole new way.
This Side of Wild - Gary Paulsen 2015-09-29
Longlisted for the National Book Award The
Newbery Honor–winning author of Hatchet and
Dogsong shares surprising true stories about his
relationship with animals, highlighting their
compassion, intellect, intuition, and sense of
adventure. Gary Paulsen is an adventurer who
competed in two Iditarods, survived the
Minnesota wilderness, and climbed the
Bighorns. None of this would have been possible
without his truest companion: his animals. Sled
dogs rescued him in Alaska, a sickened poodle
guarded his well-being, and a horse led him
across a desert. Through his interactions with
dogs, horses, birds, and more, Gary has been
struck with the belief that animals know more
than we may fathom. His understanding and
admiration of animals is well known, and in This
Side of Wild, which has taken a lifetime to write,
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he proves the ways in which they have taught
him to be a better person.
12 Ways to Get to 11 - Eve Merriam 1996-08-01
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 __ 12 What happened to 11?
Is it in the magician's hat? Maybe it's in the
mailbox or hiding in the jack-o'-lantern? Don't
forget to look in the barnyard where the hen
awaits the arrival of her new little chicks. Could
that be where eleven went? Eve Merriam and
Bernie Karlin take young readers on a counting
adventure as they demonstrate twelve witty and
imaginative ways to get to eleven.
The Emperor's New Mind - Sir Roger Penrose
1999-03-04
Winner of the Wolf Prize for his contribution to
our understanding of the universe, Penrose
takes on the question of whether artificial
intelligence will ever approach the intricacy of
the human mind. 144 illustrations.
Numbers and Other Math Ideas Come Alive Theoni Pappas 2012-04
Uses stories with fictional characters to make
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the concepts of math interesting and
entertaining. Original.
Mathematics in the K-8 Classroom and Library Sueanne McKinney 2010
To date, a vast majority of classrooms continue
to fall short in the implementation and direction
of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) Principles and Standards
for School Mathematics (PSSM), in part because
most of these classrooms continue to use
traditional methods for teaching mathematics.
That is about to change, and Mathematics in the
K-8 Classroom and Library shows you how it's
done. After an introduction to the NCTM's
principles and process standards, each
remaining chapter is devoted to an NCTM
content standard. The book offers engaging,
research-based strategies and booklists of
specific titles that, together, can be used to
increase student achievement. The strategies
suggested here provide a hands-on, studentcentered focus that allows students to make
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connections with prior learning, personal
experiences, and good books. Both the
recommended children's books and the activities
will appeal even to reluctant readers and
students for whom mathematics might be a
challenge. Each chapter includes an extensive,
annotated list of texts, dozens of hands-on
activities, handouts, and writing prompts.
Let's Play Math - Denise Gaskins 2012-09-04
More Joy of Mathematics - Theoni Pappas
1991
Includes puzzles, games, ideas, and more, that
have to do with mathematics
A Gebra Named Al - Wendy Isdell 2017-06-01
Winner of several awards for both fantasy and
education, A Gebra Named Al has been
acknowledged nationwide as both an enjoyable
tale and a tool for helping teach young adults
the fundamentals of algebra and chemistry. The
story was written when the author was 14 years
old. Julie struggles with homework until a
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mysterious Imaginary Number leads her into the
Land of Mathematics. There she meets Al the
gebra (who is like a zebra), and horses who
represent different elements. In the process, she
learns the foundations of algebra and chemistry.
Join Julie in her journey through Mathematics,
where the Orders of Operations are actual
places and chemistrees are real plants with
atomic fruit. Will she ever get home?
The Man Who Counted: A Collection of
Mathematical Adventures - Malba Tahan
2015-05-04
“A great storyteller.”—Paulo Coelho, author of
The Alchemist Malba Tahan is the creation of a
celebrated Brazilian mathematician looking for a
way to bring some of the mysteries and
pleasures of mathematics to a wider public. The
adventures of Beremiz Samir, The Man Who
Counted, take the reader on a journey in which,
time and again, Samir summons his
extraordinary mathematical powers to settle
disputes, give wise advice, overcome dangerous
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enemies, and win for himself fame, fortune, and
rich rewards. We learn of previous
mathematicians and come to admire Samir’s
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wisdom and patience. In the grace of Tahan’s
telling, these stories hold unusual delights for
the reader.
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